Control your payments

AMWAY RELIES ON CROSSCARD EXPENSE
Payment Card Programme Creates Complete Cost Control

Amway is one of the world’s leading family-run consumer
goods businesses. The company’s more than 450 nutrition,
personal care and household products are sold exclusively
through independent distributors to end consumers.
Founded in 1959 in Michigan, USA, Amway is currently
represented in over 100 countries.

Top Performers Earn Rewards
To reward its independent sales representatives for good
performance, Amway regularly hold Business and Incentive
Events in Europe for their top business partners. In some
cases, events are unable to provide full board and lodging
for the participants, so they are given cash to allow them
to make their own arrangements. Making different cash
payments to hundreds or thousands of event participants is,
however, not merely risky (Where would all that money be

kept? What if mistakes are made when making the various
payments?) but also, due to today’s money laundering laws,
almost impossible.

Why the PPRO Group?
Amway came across the PPRO Group and their CrossCard
solutions during an Internet search. Amway’s requirements
were varied: the Amway logo was to be used to create
additional brand awareness; the cards needed to be
automatically and centrally loaded with a variety of different
amounts; and the appropriate staff member needed access
to all the cards and accounts. CrossCard Expense was easily
able to fulfil all of Amway’s requirements.

“In CrossCard Expense, we received an effective, easy-to-manage card
system which has enabled us to avoid making cash payments to our
event participants and which has given us complete control over the
individual accounts.“
Michaela Hecht, Event Meeting Manager Europe, CMP at Amway.

+ The Solution:

CrossCard Expense enables the simple processing of
corporate expenses, as well as the management of flexible
credit limits for business expenses. If unforeseen expenses
arise, the funds available on the card can be increased in
real time. Conversely, they can also be reduced by any
unneeded funds. The company determines the amount
available for each card individually and flexibly according
to its needs, while automated emails inform the accounting
department immediately of transactions carried out using
CrossCard Expense. At the same time, the accounts can also
be viewed online, while the card design can be customised.

+ The Result:

Deploying CrossCard enabled the optimisation of the
processes at Amway’s Business and Incentive Events.
Payments are now made using the cards and are quickly
and easily viewable by the card manager, Michaela Hecht.
“This has made my life considerably easier,” explains the
Event Meeting Manager. She continues, “Management is
simple and I can check the available funds online at any time.
I can also check all the card transactions if there are any
queries. As an administrator, I can even have PIN numbers if
necessary.”

+ How Does the Company Benefit?

Amway now has an effective, easy-to-manage card system
for use at its Business and Incentive Events, enabling the
company to avoid complicated, risky cash payments. The
company can keep its best European distributors happy
while retaining complete control of the expenses via the
central company account.

+ What Does the Future Hold?

Additional cooperation with PPRO is planned for next year‘s
events.

+ Conclusion:

“Due to our excellent collaboration, I can fully recommend
PPRO and CrossCard,” explains Michaela Hecht, in
conclusion. “We maintain close contact with PPRO. The
online company account for the cards is easy to operate and
enables us to keep up-to-date with the cards’ status at all
times. What more could you want?”

CrossCard Solutions
CrossCard Solutions is the PPRO Group’s company card
scheme. Cards can be used by companies of all sizes for
a tremendous variety of applications. Choose one of
CrossCard’s five different predefined solutions, or contact
us for a customised solution.

www.crosscard.com

sales@crosscard.com
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